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 Die vorliegende Arbeit versucht an einer der schwierigsten Aufgabe der Geschichte von 

Maramures teilzunehmen. Die Bevölkerungsanzahl, die Nationalität der Bevölkerung, die 

Steuerzahlern und Steuererlasse, insgesamt die ganze Entwicklung der Gesellschaft von 

Siebenbürgen und von Maramures im Mittelalter, ist eines der unbekanntesten Themen unserer 

Geschichte. Die ersten Steuerkonskriptionen erschienen in 1530, nach Mohács, wenn der Staat viel 

Geld für seine Unterhaltung brachte, und allmählich wurden diese Konskriptionen besser gemacht, 

mit dem Interesse allen Steuerzahlern einzutragen, um mehr Geld zu gewinnen. In dem Zeitraum 

von 1530-1550 wurde das Leben in Maramures von einigen Kennzeichnen geprägt, und zwar was 

noch früher, im XV Jahrhundert, noch auch später, im XVII Jahrhundert typisch für diesem Gebiet 

war: eine größere Adel Nummer im Vergleich mit Siebenbürgen. Die Adlige wurden normallerweise 

in Person erlasst, aber bezahlten Steuer für die Leibeigenen Einheiten, die sogenannte Pforten. Außer 

dieser Steuer bezahlten die Leibeigenen eine speziale Steuer, genannt auch „sexagesima“ und 

„septuagesima“, aber wenn sie zu arm („pauper“) oder als neue Kolonisten eingeschrieben wurden, 

oder in dem Fall das der Leibeigene weg wurde in einer anderen Territorialeinheit, wurden sie von 

der Steuer auf einen bestimmten Zeitraum erlasst. 

Unsere Arbeit stellt nur die ersten Konskriptionen und wenige Schlussfolgerungen vor. Es 

folgt der zweite Teil (die Konskriptionen nach 1548 bis 1600) und dann werden wir einige 



Schlussfolgerungen ziehen sowohl auch Diskusionen aufheben, um einige Aspekte der Geschichte 

Maramures besser bekannt zu machen. 
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This study proposes an overview of the aspects regarding the economical relations between 

the Maramureş county and Bistriţa district during the 16
th

 century.  

In economical relations, collective exchanges of goods can be noticed. The documents 

evidence the existence of some settlements between the inhabitants of Maramures and Bistrita when 

it comes to borders, cattle grazing and duty-free customs. But many times there were problems at 

individual level, singular individuals going beyond these reciprocal settlements. Direct participation 

of the inhabitants of each zone at economic activities on the territory of the other region caused 

various problems and misunderstandings as well, which led to creating an official correspondence 

It can be notice a strive to maintain good neighboring relations led by the authorities of the 

two territories which turned into mutual support and collaboration on agreements on trading. The 

Maramures population came with goods for sale in Bistrita and also bought products from famous 

fairs of Bistrita, such as rope for the salt mines, wheat, wine, etc. In addition to product quality, the 

population from Bistrita was famous and highly skilled craftsmen. In Maramures there were calls for 

Bistrita masters to different work or repair. 
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The restitution’s process, which moved on between 1610 and 1615, played a very important 

role in the life of Szatmár mining-district. There were two rent-families, both of them came from 

Western Europe, these families competed with each other, squeezing of family Lisbona and 

advancing of family Herberstein didn’t make radical changes in estate-structure, but this process was 

of great significance with a view of policy and economy. Gerhard Lisbona was the dependable 

specialist in mining during the rule of Gábor Báthory, after his death (1613) the new prince (Gábor 

Bethlen) confirmed the Transylvanian estates of Gerhard Lisbona, but he lost influence on the life of 

mining-district Szatmár. The “old-new” possessors, the Herberstein inheritors had more influence on 

administration of this mining-district; therefore the Hapsburg-government and the Chamber of Court 

became stronger. The Transylvanian government pushed out this region to Transylvanian prince’s 

first expedition (1619) against the Hungarian Kingdom. These resources are very valuable, because 

they can point at the relationship’s new aspects between the Transylvanian Principality and the 

Hungarian Kingdom.  
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 Unter den vielen urkundlichen Schätzen hinsichtlich der Geschichte Siebenbürgens, die 

sich in den Beständen des ungarischen Nationalarchivs aus Budapest befinden, gibt es auch eine 

scheinbar weniger wichtige Urkunde, die unter den Historikern gewisse Polemiken hervorgerufen 

hat. Es handelt sich um eine Anweisung, die einem Küchenmeister im Jahre 1671 gegeben wurde, 

und die Diskussionen der Fachleute behandelten die Frage, ob die in Frage kommende Person im 

Dienste des Landesfürsten oder der Familie Teleki stand.  

 Nach einer näheren Untersuchung der erwähnten Urkunde ging die Tatsache hervor, dass 

der Küchenmeister am Adelshof von Michael Teleki aktivierte.  Als Argumente sprach dafür 

folgendes: die Gefäße aus Eisen, Bronze und Lehm, die am Fürstenhof kaum benutzt wurden, die im 

Text erwähnten bescheidenen Gerichte und die beschränkten Mengen, die man davon einer Person 

auftischte, die übermäßige Sorge hinsichtlich der Verschwendung und des Diebstahls und natürlich, 

nicht zuletzt, der Name des Küchenmeisters, der von der Liste der Arbeitsverträge an Apafis 

Fürstenhof fehlt. 

 Unter diesen Bedingungen stellt die im Anhang abgedruckte Anweisung ein Unikat dar, 

das uns aus der Welt der siebenbürgischen Adelshöfe aus der Epoche des Fürstentums erhalten 

geblieben ist. 
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Teachers conferences were part of the plan of organization of Orthodox denominational 

education in Transylvania. Organic Statute of the Orthodox Church from Transylvania from 1868 

provided that during the summer holidays to be organized conferences for teachers, coordinated by 

school commissioners. This was in reality a regulation of a state of affairs as conferences had existed 

since 1863. The paper presents some information about conferences organized on the territory of 

Northern Transylvania Orthodox deaneries. The topics were: teaching methods, curriculum, subjects, 

textbooks, practical lessons, qualities required for a teacher, relationship with students. Conferences 

were a favorable space for transmission of information regarding organizational aspects of religious 

schools, legislation and exchange of experience among teachers. 
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The present paper reffers to the phenomenon of further confirmation of the nobility asked by 

members of the families that were confirmed in their old posessions or gained their nobility during 

centuries for devoted military or executory services.  

 Although not explicitly stated, the Romanian origin of the protagonists of the 19
th

 century 

documents kept in the local administration archives is more or less presumed, based on the christian 

names and sometimes on the religion of the applicant, and in case of the old noble Romanian 

families, this fact is confirmed also by the rich bibliography about the phenomenon of their 

ennoblement.  

 There were many documents preserved at the level of local administration authorities during 

the 19
th

 century in which one witnesses the practice of requiring and getting the confirmation of the 

noblility. 

 One of the families that frequently appears in documents and sometimes the information is 

backed up also by the Romanian and Hungarian bibliography of the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 centuries, 

is Dragoş family originally from Maramureş who’s members are spread in Maramureş, Satu Mare, 

Bihor, Caraş-Severin Counties and according to the letter that confirms the nobility for Ştefan 

Dragosy – taylor from Lugoj, even on the present territory of Serbia, that is at Vîrşeţ. 

 The letter that confirms the nobility of Ştefan Dragosy issued by Timiş county authorities on 

the 14
th

 pf December 1835, brings information on the properties of the members of this family in 

Maramureş and also on the places in which members of the family subsequently settled. 

Unfortunately, there are not explicitly presented the motives of their migration or the way in which 

members of the family envolved themselves in the public life of the communities they entered. 
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This article explores women’s work in Maramures and in Hungary at the turn of the 20th 

century and the use of law in defining or, more properly, limiting the occupational and economic 

choices available to women. Drawing on materials held in the Romanian National Archives, in 

Baia Mare, this article presents a case study of women’s work in and around the Austro-

Hungarian town of Máramarossziget, now the Romanian town of  Sighetul Marmatiei, in the 

early 1900s.   

 Most working women in Sighetul Marmaţiei, or Sighet, had to choose between domestic 

service or casual work as napszámos, while smaller numbers earned a living as midwives, 

fruitsellers, teachers, seamstresses, nurses, washerwomen etc. Whatever form it took, women’s 

work was almost always badly paid and of low status.  

However, materials in the Romanian archives suggest that a significant number of self-

employed women in Sighet exercised an important role in the commercial and economic life of 

the town by the turn of the 20th century. Despite legal, social, religious and other constraints, 

women in Sighet owned and managed a wide variety of businesses, including wholesale 

enterprises trading in flour, agricultural products, alcohol, tobacco and other commodities, as 

well as grocery stores, bars, tobacconists, a draper’s store, a printing works, a book dealership, a 

flour-mill, a bathhouse, a brothel and an enterprise manufacturing suitcases. Other women in 

Sighet played a prominent role in the local economy as landlords, renting out houses or land. To 

some degree, property, capital and business know-how compensated for deficiencies in women’s 

social status and legal rights, permitting a stratum of women to enjoy a significant measure of 

economic autonomy and personal freedom.  

Women’s growing involvement in the commercial life of Sighet had been made possible by 

significant changes in Hungarian private law in the latter half of the 19th century. While women 

were still subject to legal and extra-legal disabilities in the public sphere, they achieved full equality 

with men in terms of private law rights. Women, like men, could own and manage real and 

moveable property, enter into contracts and engage in commercial transactions of various kinds. 

However, the extension of private law rights to Hungary’s women, in the second half of the 19th 

century, was not so much the expression of a commitment to gender equality as one element in a 



concerted drive to create a modern, capitalist economy in the Hungarian sector of the Austro-

Hungarian Monarchy. 
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In this article we write about the history of the Sighetu Marmatiei hospital. We have 

informations about the hospital since the end of the 19 th century and our article is a contributions to 

the history of the sanitary system from Maramures county. 

           This topic hasn't approached since now and we consider that our studz represents the start 

point for other contributions. 
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Ghibborim (גיבורים). Strong. Heroes. This is how The Bible calls the warriors of Israel and is 

the name I decided to give to this article dedicated to those Jews who fought in The First World War. 

The First World War represented a cornerstone in the history of European Jews: the large number of 

Jews living in the major war zones, the number of them drafted in the army (on both sides) and the 

success of the their leaders in the policy of the time, led to major changes in the European Jewish life 

and status.  

The present article offers a short history of the presence of Jewish warrior from the Bible 

times up to the First World War, and a list of those Jews from Sighet who took part in the war, 

together with the date of enlistment, division, regiment and rank, weather they were wounded, died 

and decorated.  

To elaborate this study, along with other important publications, I largely used "A 

máramaros-ugocsa megyei 85-ik gyalogezred története" de Pávai Mátyás Sándor („The History of 

the 85th Infantry Regiment from Ugocsa and Maramureş”; Budapest, 1941), the collection of „A 

világháború képes krónikája” („Illustrated Chronicle of the World War”; Révai, 1914-1918, 

Budapest) and „A hadviselt zsidók aranyalbuma. Az 1914-1918-as világháború emlékére” („The 

Golden Album of Veteran Jews. In the Memory of the 1914-1918 War”, Budapest, 1940).  
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 In this short presentation we tried to capture some aspects of the organization of sports 

activities in Maramureş County, in the Interwar Period by the local and central administration. At the 



same time, based on archive documents, we present some competition and also sports clubs founded 

in this period. 
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This study brings into question the contribution of Alexandru Rusu to the elaboration of the 

statute of the Mariane Union of Uniate Romanian Women and to the creation of UMFRU. 

Alexandru Rusu was involved in this process as a member of a meeting of Marian students, 

then as chairman of the committee of the preparation of statutes and not least as Bishop. He was one 

of the few voices that have chosen to express critical positions regarding UMFRU, yet he proved to 

be a supporter of Marian meetings of the Greek Catholic Diocese of Maramures. Views expressed by 

Bishop Alexandru Rusu illustrates the difficult process of establishing UMFRU, being an important 

source of data for this association history. 
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 By presenting a document in the Hunedoara county branch of the National Archives in the 

„Petroşani” Company Fund. Department of Mines. Tehnical Division, entitled The History of the 

Founding and Development of the Gold Mining Units of  „Petroşani” Company (1932-1947), the 

paper is an attempt at outlining the contribution of „Petroşani” Coal Mining Company to the 

development of the industrial mining of precious metals between 1932-1935 by exploiting certain 

perimeters in the gold rectangle of the Apuseni Mountains, and especially by creating, beginning 

with 1935, the mining complex in Baia Mare area  (Borcutului Valley) and Maramureş (Totoş-

Jereapăn). The material also points out the activity conducted in the Apuseni Mountains area, mainly 

presenting the operations carried out in Northern Transylvania in order to create an industrial 

complex which, as early as 1939, turns „Petroşani” Company into the third gold producer in 

Romania, with an output of 570.183 kg of gold, 2,430.851 kg of silver, and 75,470 kg of copper.  
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The Bishop Alexandru Rusu is one of the Greco-catholic bishops who died for their church. 

Inprisoned in Gherla, in May 9, 1963, he affirmed: "My brothers, I am going now to God to receive 

my reward for the life who give Him to me, for the Chuch and for the Romanians".  



In this respect, the Romanian Securitate characterised him, in June 19, 1946, in this terms: 

"The Bishop Alexandru Rusu is known as a fervent catholic militant who came in Maramures with 

the declared intention to convince the all Romanians to join to the Catholic church. He fought 

against Orthodoxy and he proved religious intolerance...It is impossible for him to conceive the trend 

of the real democracy and to support it. The working class government is founded on the largest 

democratic principles and the rigid catholic conservatorism promoted by the Bishop Alexandru Rusu 

does not emphatised with those ideals. In such conditions, the Bishop Alexandru Rusu can not 

continue his activity in the Baia Mare region without exposed it the Church at brutal riots from the 

revolted mob". 
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       Livia Levandovschi was the headmaster of the Girls Civil School from Baia Mare in the 

interwar period but also for a few years after the Second World War. In the same time she was a 

great feminist and she activated in the Regina Maria Romanian Women Reunion and in the 

Romanian Antifascist Woman Union, Baia Mare branch. The purpose of this article is to return our 

attention upon the memory of a great lady, an important figure of the education from Baia Mare, in 

the twentieth century. 
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This study describe the work performed by information structures of Security around Pantazi 

Ion, Ioanid Ion and Ţucă Marin actives participants at simultaneous escapes from June 6, 1953 at 

Cavnic and Nistru labor colonies. We tried outlining several issues, during their political detention 

and their freedom, based on the documents currently held by CNSAS Bucharest. 
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In this study we write about the scale of women involvement in the process of agriculture 

collectivization. The process was supported by the women from the UFDR, a women organization 

ruled by the Romanian Communist Party and was disputed by the simple women, the peasant 

women who worked at the farms. This study is dedicated to the North-West counties of Romania 

where there were recorded a few revolts. 
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 The topic of our article is the presentation of a collection that was arranged in the course of 

2012, at National Archives of Maramureş County, where were made also the finding aids.  The 

documents were collected by the Museum Association from Baia Mare at the end of the XIX-th 

century. This Association founded later the Baia Mare City Museum.      

 In this article we show some dates regarding the history of the creator and the most important 

categories of document identified in this collection: diploma, treaties, properties documents, letters, 

education, ecclesiastic documents etc.      

 


